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 QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER  

THIS QUARTERS FOCUS ON ENERGY 

 
   

 
  

F O S S I L  F U E L S  

SECTOR UNDER 
ASSAULT 
On May 18, 2021, the 

International Energy Agency 

or “IEA” rolled out their Net 

Zero Plan for 2050. 

According to the IEA, climate 

pledges by governments to 

date – even if fully achieved 

– would fall well short of 

what is required to bring 

global energy-related CO2 

emissions to net zero by 

2050 

See “IEA wants Oil & Gas 
GONE!” 

L E G I S L A T I O N  

INFRASTRUCTURE 
What is infrastructure as it 

pertains to US Congressional 

bills and spending? 

Traditionally, it has been 

roads, bridges, highways, 

airports, and sea ports. 

What does this have to do with 

energy? Well, legislation is 

being proposed to radically 

change how we power cars 

and segments of the roads 

they drive on. 

 

See “Powering Infrastructure” 

T H E  G R I D  

 IS NUCLEAR THE 
ANSWER? 
With all of the talk of electric 

vehicles, reducing carbon 

emissions (is that really 

good?) and the talk to 

dramatically reduce or even 

eliminate fossil fuels – is there 

really a clear cut answer that 

really fuels the Green New 

Deal? 

Get ready for the “Carbon 

Free” solution. 

See “New Nukes” 
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POWERING INFRASTRUCTURE 

Joe Biden wants America to run on electric cars in the future. 

So much in fact that is his 2 TRILLION PLUS dollar infrastructure 

proposal, over $15 billion US dollars is being proposed for a 

whopping 500000 electric vehicle charging stations along roads, 

parking lots, and apartment buildings. 

Some of the money would go toward grants and incentive programs 
for state and local governments as well as private companies to 
install the chargers, according to a fact sheet from the White House 
that spelled out the program in detail. 

But $10 million would be devoted to research into ways to lower the 
cost of the chargers themselves, while $20 million would go 
community projects -- like switching to electric school buses -- that 
can pave the way to wider deployment. So do we need 15 billion at 
this point? 
 
At what rate will the stations charge? Rumors are somewhere in the 
880 amp range to get charging down from 12 hours to 2 to 4 hours. 
What will that do to the batteries? High probability of burning them 
down. 
 
Then there are the batteries themselves. Cobalt mining is more of a 
destructive process on planet that coal mining will ever be, yet it gets 
brushed aside by the mainstream media. Can the batteries be re-
cycled and if so how? Otherwise another environmental issue is in 
the making no one wants to talk about. 

Here is a key challenge – is it too soon in the motor power 
development cycle to crown electric the winner? What about 
hydrogen or fuel cells, better batteries or those that do not rape the 
environment for cobalt?  

Here is the other challenge – if electric is indeed the future – how can 
we power an already over-stressed grid? The current US grid cannot 
power the current needs AND a majority of cars going electric. 
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IEA wants Oil & Gas GONE! 
 

In what has to be one of the largest Henny Penny “the sky 

is falling” publications, the IEA is calling for the worlds 

remaining fossil fuels to remain in the ground while calling 

for unrealistic and unattainable goals in industrial scale 

wind and solar farms to quadruple renewables 20% global 

power supply output to over 1000 gigawatts by 2030. 

For an example of the ludicrous nature for this call, 

according to the article, Solar PV would have to have the 

equivalent of installing the world’s largest known solar parks 

EVERY DAY until 2030….. This is coming from the source 

world governments are looking to for climate guidance. 

Read the full article https://www.iea.org/news/pathway-to-

critical-and-formidable-goal-of-net-zero-emissions-by-2050-

is-narrow-but-brings-huge-benefits-according-to-iea-

special-report. 

There is no physical or financial way to meet this request 

and the IEA knows this. 

That did not stop Joe Biden from committing to the US to 

reducing US greenhouse gases by 50% by 2030! To date, 

Mr. Biden has not announced how this would be carried out.  

For a full perspective on the lunacy running this 

organization, on June 1, 2001 this same agency puts forth a 

warning that rapid transition away from fossil fuels could 

devastate the economies of oil exporting countries. 

 

We put this in the category of “You cannot make this stuff 

up” https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Rapid-Energy-

Transition-Could-Doom-Oil-Exporting-

Countries.html?utm_source=tw&utm_medium=tw_repost 
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 NEW NUKES 
  

With the blueprint for the Green New Deal being passed 

around the halls of Congress, no one is asking the very real 

question – what could you actually replace fossil fuels with 

to power the nation and the world? There is no feasible way 

for land intensive renewable applications to fill the void and 

fossil fuels provide 60% of the global energy supply. 

 

That means something would have to replace that 60% plus 

be able to provide more power for growth – which would be 

needed to grow electric cars. 

 

Is nuclear energy the dark horse savior in the energy race? 

Maybe… Nuclear power is not new. However, the issues of 

water use, waste, and potential breaches combined with 

liberal attacks in past years have kept this power source 

from mass proliferation.  

 

My how times have changed…. 

 

With new reactor technology coming from development in 

recent years, nuclear is becoming more available for rapid 

deployment, higher energy production, less water usage, 

potential use of old reactor waste in some applications, and 

possibly at a lower cost that old technology.  

 

There are questions about sourcing fissionable materials, 

on whether taxpayer funds should be involved, and should it 

work in concert with fossil fuels as opposed to replacement. 

In any case, look for the new “carbon free” energy source 

rebranding and sales package coming from a 

Congressional bill soon.      
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